Kids Xap Offering Child Care Software in Australia to
Manage Day Centres
Kids Xap Offering Child Care Software

The whole aspect of running a child care centre requires a good level of precision and management. Kids Xap is offering such ccms that will work
best for all your needs. Read More!
The rise in need of a perfect looking child day care centre is very high these days. As full time nannies are hard to find and with parents working full
time jobs, it is hard to raise a child.
That is why there has been a significant rise in the right day care centres where you can leave your kids and they will take care of the whole deal.
They will teach the kids, take care of the food and many other services at the right price are what they offer.
If you are planning to open such day centre, it is advised that you take many facets of it into consideration and it is starts with the right management
system.
In such times, the services of Kids Xap comes to heed as they are offering the right CCMS that will work best in your favor and such system will make
your job easy and turn your venture into a very lucrative one along with offering the best service in the market.
Such management system will make sure that you keep the track of all the activities and you can maintain all the administrative aspects of the
business as well.
The whole deal requires a serious attention as there are many areas that require management simultaneously and that is made possible with Kids
Xap. They bring everything on one platform.
The child care software in Australia will offer:Dashboard - A bird eye view of everything happening and giving you access to all the tools and other information as well.
Reporting - In detailed report of available vacancies, medication and other things as well.
CCB & CCR Management - As per the child’s history, calculate the right CCB and CCR. Cycle of fees and many more to be taken into account.
Roster & Timesheet - Manage the staff and allocate proper class with this feature.
Online Payment & BPay - Helping the parents with the fees payment using multiple payment gateways.
Waiting List Management - manage the waiting list as per the availability and the parents can also monitor their position.
Multi Platforms - such cane be access over multiple platforms. Like the website, mobile or tablets.
The best part about Kids Xap is that it brings the parents, teachers along with everybody on the same platform to offer the best solutions for their kids
and make sure that the kids is making progress in a positive direction.
Hire the services of them and you can have a CCMS that will make your venture an instant success and make you look very professional as well.
It is easy for the parents and for the staff members to maintain the details and it can be accessed 24/7 by them. The attendance records, injury
reports invoices, enrolments and staff timesheets along with other administrative needs are catered.
Easily compatible with all devices and app for iOS and Android is also offered by them.
Get in touch with the professionals today and state your requirement to get a quotation.
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